AirOrangeX provides fast, secure network and internet connection for computers, smartphones, and tablets everywhere on campus. Use AirOrangeX to access University online resources that require your SU NetID and password including MySlice, Blackboard, Answers.syr.edu, and more. For best results, proper configuration is highly recommended. Choose your personal device below and follow the instructions.

Connecting Devices to AOX:

- Connecting Windows 10 to AirOrangeX
- Connecting macOS to AirOrangeX
- Connecting an iPhone or iPad to AirOrangeX
- Connecting an Android Device to AirOrangeX
- Connecting Linux to AirOrangeX
- Connecting a Chromebook to AirOrangeX
- Connecting a Kindle Fire to AirOrangeX
- Connecting at the Sheraton and Marley

For a list of devices allowed on the wired network but not the wireless network, see: List of Devices